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/toDear Mr. Secretary:

I am writing to express my strmg support for the Petition for klamaking filed by the American
i

College of helear Ihysicians and the Society of helear Medicine. I m a practicing ( telear Medicine
tachnologist, at krton Plant lbspital in Clearwater, Florida). I sa deeply concerned over the revised
10 CFR 35 replations (effective April 1967) pverning the medical use of byproket material as they
significantly inpact my ability to practice histr-quality !belear Wdicine/lbelear Pharmacy and are *

preventing me from prwiding optimized care to indivMal patients.
i

The NRC should recognize that the N does allcu, and often encourages, other clinical uses of
describe rawapprwed drugs, and actively discourages the mibmission of physician-sponsored DO's that

indications for apprw ed drugs. The package insert was never intended to prohibit piysicians fra
deviating fr a it for other indications; on the contrary, such deviation is necessary for growth in

In many cases, mam facturers will never y back todeveloping new diagrostic and therapeutic procedures.
,

the N to revise a package insert to include a new indication because it is not required by the N and
>

,

there is sinply no ecenanic incentive to do so.

(brrently, the regulatory prwisions in Part 35 (35.100, 35.200, 35.300 and 33.17 (a) (4) do rot
clicw practices which are legitimate and legal uder M regulations and State medicine and pharmacy
lees. 1hese replations therefore inappropriately interfere with the practice of medicine, which
directly contradicts the hAC's & dical Policy statenant against such interference.

Finally, I would like to point out that highly restrictive 16tC regulations will only jeopardire
public health and safety by: restricting access to appropriate Ibelear medicine proce bres; exposing
patients to higher radiation absorbed doses fra alternative legal, but nceoptimal, studies; and

to higher radiation absorbed doses because of usarranted, repetitiveexposing hospital personnel
The NRC should tot strive to construct proscriptive regulatims to cwer all aspects ofproce&res.

medicine, nor should it atteupt to regulate radioshannaceutical use. Instead, the 16tC abould rely on theinstitutional
expertise of N, State Boards of Healthcare Organizations, radiation safety comnittees,
Q/A review procekres, and nost inportantly, the professicnal judganent of physicians and pharmacists who
have been well-trained to ackninister and prepare these materials.

Since the NRC's prinary regulatory focus appears to be based on the unsubstantiated asstoption that
misackninistrations, particularly those involving diagnostic radiopharmaceuticals, pose a serious threat

the public health and safety, I strongly urge the NRC to jursue a cMiensive study by a reputableto
scientific panel, such as the National Acadeny of Sciences or the !GP, to assess the radiobiological
effects of misadministrations fra !belear &dicine diagostic and therapeutic studies. I fituly believe
that the results of such a study will denmstrate that the NRC's efforts to inpose core and note
stringent regulations are unnecessary and not cost-effective in relation to the extremely Icw health
risks of these studies.

closing, I strongly urge the NRC to adopt the AGP/ST Petition for Rulamking as expeditiouslyIn
as possible.

Sincerely, hh bbd W
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